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NURA: The Northwestern University
Radiation Tissue Archives
Northwestern University is creating a collection of data
and tissue samples from materials made at different
US National Laboratories during animal irradiation
studies done between 1950’s and 1990’s .
Animal irradiation studies during that era were
designed to test
• Different qualities of radiation
• Different doses of radiation
• Different dose rates
• Different species
• Different endpoints (e.g. lifetime studies,
mutagenesis…)

Collection of tissues that comprise the NURA archive is housed
over several rooms in Olson pavilion and Ward building.
Both samples and the data come from decades of research done
by different US national laboratories; now they are all a part of Dr
Woloschak’s collection which was made possible by financial
support from the US Department of Energy “Low dose radiation”
program and NU Department of Radiation Oncology.
In addition to data, now publicly available at the lab website
//janus.northwestern.edu, archive houses tissue samples
embedded in paraffin and available at request to the
radiobiological community . Finally, archive also preserves some of
the tools such as the beagle dog phantom (left) used to calculate
the exact doses received by different organs of irradiated animals.

A typical research project using NURA includes researching the data archive, selecting the tissues to be sectioned
and processing them for regular histopathology, high throughput X-ray fluorescence elemental microscopy, or
subjecting them to a variety of molecular analysis techniques focusing on proteins, DNA or micro RNAs.

Using NURA (and other radiation
animal archives)
NURA and other data sources (digitized, archived, centralized,
crosschecked against published literature) such as the International
Radiobiology Archive (IRA) and European Radiobiology Archive (ERA) can
be used for different types of statistical analysis including
Re-evaluation of dose dose-rate effectiveness factor (DDREF)
Motivation: to enable development of better radioprotection policies by
using more of the already existing data to re-evaluate DDREF and other
issues of importance in radiation protection.

NURA samples can be used for:
-mitochondrial DNA evaluation
-micro RNA studies
-histological examination
-elemental distribution in tissues (XFM)

Recent Statistical Re-analysis of Janus
Archive Data
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND DDREF

Importance of DDREF Estimates
• American and International radiation protection policies
are based primarily on two sources of data:
– human exposures
– model animal studies

• The data on radiation effects observed in the survivors of
the atomic bomb is considered to be the most important
source of information.
• Findings from studies of atomic bomb survivors are
extrapolated to different non-acute exposure conditions
(unlike exposures to which the survivors were exposed)
• Both acute and estimated protracted exposures data are
compared with findings from carefully designed animal
studies.
• In USA, DDREF estimate (published by the BIER VII report)
serves as a basis for all radiation protection policies.

DDREF according to BIER VII
Excess Relative Risk
• α*Dose +
β*Dose2
DDREF
• acute /
protracted
(α*D+β*D2) /
(α*D)
1 + β/α * Dose

Beir VII Phase II Figure 10-4

LSS DDREF
(at 1 Gy)
• Estimated to be
1.5 (1.1 - 2.3) by
the BEIR VII
committee.

Combined DDREF Estimate
Likelihood of DDREF estimate
• The relative likelihood of DDREF
was estimated by fitting linear
quadratic models of various
curvatures to (1) long term Abomb survivor data (LSS) and (2)
animal data (radiobiological
prior).
• Animal data (used by BIER VII)
suggested a higher DDREF than
LSS data.
• Results were combined by
Bayesian update to form the
final estimate.
BEIR VII Part II, Figure 10-3

LSS DDREF
• 1 + β/α
1+θ

LSS cohort
LSS Facts
• The atomic bomb survivors of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki have
been closely tracked by the
Life Span Study (LSS).
• LSS survivors suffered excess
cases of leukemia, solid
cancer, and heart disease.
• Most doses were small (<100
mSv), but high doses (>100
mSv) account for most of the
negative health effects.

Hall 2012 figure 10.7 and table 10.1

DDREF may be estimated too
high… (Q too low)
Population studies
• Jacob et al 2009, performed a metaanalysis on radiation workers exposed to
protracted low-dose exposures that
sometimes accumulated low to moderate
doses (50-500 mSv).
Results
• The risks per Sv may be comparable to
those observed in the LSS cohort, despite
protraction.

Jacob 2009 Figure 3

Use of better “radiobiological prior” dataset
may lead to a better DDREF estimate
A limited pool of animals was used
for “animal contribution” to DDREF
estimate:
Oak Ridge Lifespan Data was the
ONLY animal data used despite
thousands of animals investigated by
ORNL and other Nat’l Labs
Acute: RFM Mice at ORNL exposed to
gamma rays at 0.45 Gy/min (Table I)
Protracted: RFM mice exposed to
0.084 Gy/day over several days
(Table II).
Analyzed
● Red boxes indicate the ONLY
groups used to estimate DDREF.

Other available archived data

European Radiobiology Archives

Janus Radiobiology Archives – part of NURA

Oak Ridge studies are only a
subset of all historic studies
• Hundreds of animal
radiobiology studies have
been conducted.
• Individual animal data from
many of these studies is
available online from the
European Radiobiology
Archive and NURA.

More complete Inclusion Criteria for Animal
Studies/Data to be used for DDREF reevaluation (considering doses of up to 1.5 Gy,
which is not necessarily the dose maximum)
• NURA and other data sources must be digitized, archived, centralized, and
crosschecked against published literature
• E.g. possibly useful data would be all data with low-LET, whole body external
exposures from the ERA and Janus archives—most importantly these would be
individual animal data. 28 studies - 445 treatment - 82K animals
• Doses 1.5 Gy and less (but higher doses—e.g. up to 2Gy may be OK as well). 23
studies - 215 treatments - 45K animals
• No other treatments (e.g. no added estrogen with/without oophorectomy) 23
studies - 172 treatments - 44K animals
• Data passed confirmation and cleanup steps (not duplicated, not including
sacrificed animals, or erroneous lifespans). 22 studies - 166 treatments - 39K
animals
• Data includes at least three treatment groups (necessary to fit a quadratic
function) 11 studies - 108 treatments - 22K animals

Concordance
• 21,902 animals from 12 studies conducted at various laboratories, ANL (Illinois),
ORNL (Tennessee), RBI-TNO (Netherlands), ENEA (Italy), and SCK/CEN (Belgium)
• species and strains
o
mice - B6CF1, BALB/c/Cnb, BC3F1, C3Hf/Bd, C57BL/6Bd, C57BL/Cnb, and
RFM/Un
o
rats - BN/BRIJ, SD/RIJ, and WAG/RIJ
o
white footed field mice - Peromyscus leucopus
• treatments
o
Co-60 or Cs-137 gamma rays and x-rays
o
0 - 1.5 Gy total dose
o
0.001 - 4 Gy/min dose rates
o
1 to 120 fractions separated by 2 hours to 30 days
o
age at first exposure ranged from -4 to 580 days old

Assumptions
These assumptions are consistent with the BEIR VII analysis; they can be used
for new animal data calculations so that the results of each analysis could be
fairly compared against one another.

• A fraction is any exposure of one hour or less
• The following (are assumed to) not affect DDREF:
o
Quality of low-LET radiation (e.g. gamma rays vs. x-rays)
o
Species differences (e.g. rat vs. mousevs. field mouse vs. human)
o
Gender (male or female)
• Acute effects vs. protracted radiation effect differences diminish with
exposures over 1.5 Gy
• LSS (A bomb survivor cohort) DDREF should be calculated at 1 Gy

Strata
Data were analyzed in separate strata under the assumption that Alpha and
Beta coefficients might change between strata where DDREF would be
consistent.
consistent within strata
• study
• gender
• species and strain
• age at first treatment
• quality of radiation
varied within strata
• total dose
• fractionation
• dose rate

Re-analysis of “new” male mice
using old BIER VII approach
1/lifespan
α*D + β*D2/F
Concerns
•Large DDREF and
negative DDREF values
mean similar things
(e.g. 9-5-1 vs 9-6-1)
•Sometimes irradiated
animals live longer than
unirradiated animals
(e.g. 9-7-1)
•Green =protracted
•Red (A)=Acute

Re-analysis of “new” female mice
using old BIER VII approach

A possible approach to resolve “old
DDREF” calculation issues
#1: meta regression analysis

Trying to use meta regression
Meta regression
• Just like normal regression, but all
data points are weighted by
1/variance.
• Likelihood of the model is
calculated as presented before, but
the variance estimate is based on
the estimated variance within a
given study group plus a random
effects estimate.
Random effects
• Random effects are systematic
group to group variations, they can
be estimated by the equation
proposed by Thompson 1999
Thompson 1999 (link)

Application of meta-regression on
BIER VII used Oak Ridge data
Black
• original fit
• standard error of
raw data
Red
• meta regression fit
• standard error +
random effects

Oak Ridge Meta-Regression Profile
Black line is a reproduction of "Likelihood from life shortening data"
Red line represents the likelihood profile when a random effects meta regression is
employed – a shift to a lower value of θ

A possible approach to resolve “old
DDREF” calculation issues
#2: individual animal analysis

Lifespan modulation by dose and data cluster

Density plots show the frequency, y-axis, of a given lifespan (in days), x-axis. Separate
density curves are shown for each distinct dose and dose rate. The total dose delivered
is labeled by color as shown in the figure legend. The mean age at first exposure is
denoted by a gray vertical line on each graph. Clusters are separated by facets and
labeled with sex, strain, species, lab, quality of radiation, and mean age at first exposure
. The clusters are ordered by the number of animals in the cluster. The cluster with the
most animals, female RFM/Un Mice from ORNL, are at the top left and the cluster with
the least animals is furthest to the right on the bottom row.

Relative survival plots (same data)

Survival within the entire cluster is
subtracted from survival within a
particular group. The result is a graph
which emphasizes the differences
between survival. Groups with positive
values (y > 0) are surviving longer than
the cluster average, groups with
negative values (y < 0) are surviving
less time than the cluster average. In
this graph groups with protracted
exposures (multiple fractions or dose
rates < 0.01 Gy/min) are displayed
with dashed lines.

USE OF NURA SAMPLES ARCHIVE:
NUCLEIC ACID STUDIES WITH ARCHIVAL
MOUSE SAMPLES

Mega-Mouse Studies
• Argonne National Lab—49,000+ mice, external beam
studies, life-shortening and mutation induction

Y. Zhang and G.E. Woloschak. Rb and p53 gene deletions in lung adenocarcinomas from irradiated and control mice.
Radiation Research 148: p81-89. (1997)

New Technology is Applied to Tissue Samples from Historic
Irradiation Studies: Mitochondrial DNA Copy Number Analysis
Objective: To do relative quantification of nucleus encoded and mitochondria encoded mitochondrial genes in archived tissues
Approach:

•
•
•

Archival mouse spleens, kidneys and hearts were used to isolate DNA and do quantitative PCR analysis
DNA from fresh mouse tissues was isolated in order to
Different types of mathematical modeling approaches were used to analyze the PCR data and evaluate gene copy number changes

Results:

•
•

Q-PCR for genomic and mitochondrial DNA from archival paraffin embedded archival tissues is possible
Several different mathematical approaches were tested, evaluated on the basis of their ability to differentiate between animals that
have received different doses of radiation.

Plans for Future:

•

To identify the most optimal mathematical modeling approach to study the gene copy number differences in irradiated animals.
Fixed effects model for gene copy number
ratio studies: kidney/gamma rays and
neutrons results for comparison of gene
copy number changes over different
doses/dose rates/fractionation regimens for
mitochondrial genes ND1 (mitochondria
encoded) and NDUFV1 (nucleus encoded)
The fixed effects statistical models suggest
that the ND1/NDUFV1 relationship in the
kidney is modulated more with fractionated
gamma irradiation (G60 and G300 samples)
than with acute gamma irradiation for a
same total dose. On the contrary, acute
neutron irradiation caused similar gene copy
number changes as fractionated gamma
exposures.

Woloschak Laboratory, manuscript in preparation

Micro RNA Array Analysis Applied to Archival
Samples
Archival tissues from healthy mouse
spleens and spleens of mice with
spleen cancer and/or lymphomas
were sectioned and analyzed with
custom miRNA array with 47
elements.
Heat map of miR expression pattern
in spleen tissues of irradiated and
control mice in animals that did or
did not develop lymphoid or spleen
diseases. Each row represents a
single animal. Red fields in the heat
map indicate high expression levels,
green fields low expression. miR
names are labeled above the heat
map. Quality of radiation "radiation
category" is indicated by signs γ =
gamma rays and n° = neutrons for
groups of samples encompassed by a
rectangle. Variations between doses
(blue diamonds) and dose rates (red
rectangles) within a "radiation
category" are indicated on the right.

USE OF NURA SAMPLES ARCHIVE: DOG
TISSUE SAMPLES X-RAY FLUORESCENCE
MICROSCOPY

Dog Studies
• ITRI—Lovelace—inhalation studies
• Univ. California Davis, Univ. Utah, PNNL—
internal emitters
• Argonne National Laboratory—external beam
studies
• 7,000+ dogs per site
• Life-time studies
• Early toxicities, cancer, life-shortening

ANL: external beam studies

• 5000 dogs
• 10 studies
–
–
–
–
–

Lifetime
Leukemia
Pregnancy
Hematological Effects
More…

• 50,000 preserved tissues
• Data
–
–
–
–
–

Pathology report
clinical observations
blood work
drug treatments
dosing

Issues with the dog 828 recorded prior to termination… (from website)
2307
2307
2307
2307

2307
2313
2313
2313
2313
2313

Tissue Histology and Inflammation:
Opacity
Skin, Hair, Body Habitus, and Other:
Obesity

Head and Throat:
Cornea
Extremity or Other:
Whole body
Genitourinary and
Tissue Histology and Inflammation:
Gynecologic:
Atrophy
Testis
Hematology and Oncology:
Gastrointestinal:
Neoplasm, benign
Anal gland
Hematology and Oncology:
Extremity or Other:
Neoplasm, benign
Skin of chin
Gastrointestinal:
Cardiopulmonary:
Distention
Thorax
Neurological and Psychiatric:
Extremity or Other:
Depression
Whole body
Tissue Histology and Inflammation: Head and Throat:
Opacity
Cornea
Tissue Histology and Inflammation: Head and Throat:
Anemia
Buccal mucosa
Cardiac and Pulmonary:
Cardiopulmonary:
Dyspnea
Lung

WITH MILD VASCULARIZATION
OBESE
SMALL
3 SMALL

PAPILLOMA APPROX 2.5 CM IN D
GROSSLY ENLARGED
LISTLESS
WITH VASCULARIZATION
MARKED
MODERATE

2313

Skin, Hair, Body Habitus, and Other: Cardiopulmonary:
Physical examination, limited
Lung

MODERATE RASPY SOUNDS

2313

Skin, Hair, Body Habitus, and Other: Cardiopulmonary:
Physical examination, limited
Lung

SOUNDS ABSENT VENTRAL HALF

Several tissues were stained H&E and PAS and sent for evaluation in 2013 to Eric Cohen
One tissue was a papillary and spindle-cell neoplasm.
One tissue was lung with definite septal thickening, vessel congestion, and a mononuclear alveolitis in most but
not all of the specimen.

ELEMENTAL IMAGING DONE ON
ARCHIVAL SAMPLES

ELEMENTAL DETECTION BY X-RAY
FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY

Periodic table highlighting X-ray fluorescence
L-line Fluorescence typically used

K-line Fluorescence typically used

Major/minor elements in Biological Systems
2

‚Natural‘ Trace elements

H
3

Toxic / carcinogenic elements

4

5

Li
11

Used in Imaging, Diagnosis, Therapy, ...

Be

19

Mg

K

Ca

37

55

39

Sr

87

Ra

57

La
89

59

Ce
90

Ac

60

Pr
91

Th

Nd

Pa

Pm
93

U

Sm
94

Np

Eu
95

Pu

Am

96

Cm

Cd

79

110

Au

Tl

112

51

82

113

114

115

Br
I

Xe

85

116

66

Tb
97

67

Dy
98

Bk

68

Ho
99

Cf

69

Er

86

At
117

100

Es

Fm

101

Md

Rn
118

70

Tm

Kr
54

Te
Po

Ar
36

53

84

Bi

Cl

Se

Sb

18

35

52

83

Pb

17

34

Ne

F

S

As

Sn

81

Hg

111

50

In

80

P

Ge

49

O
18

33

10

Mt

65

Gd

Ag

Pt

Ga

48

15

32

9

N

Si

31

Zn

47

78

109

30

Cu

Pd

Ir

Hs

64

46

77

108

29

Ni

Rh

Os

Bh

63

45

76

107

28

Co

Ru

Re

Sg

62

44

75

106

27

Fe

Tc

W

Db

61

92

74

105

Rf

43

Mo

Ta

26

Mn

42

73

104

25

Cr

Nb

Hf

Lr

58

41

72

103

24

V

Zr

Lu

88

Fr

40

71

Ba

23

Ti

Y

56

Cs

22

Sc

38

Rb

14

Al
21

8

C

13

20

7

B

12

Na

6

He

Yb
102

No
42

X-ray Spectroscopy
X-ray Absorption:

Absorption Edges occur at
characteristic energies for an atom
and leaves behind a hole in a deep
core electron level of the atom

X-ray Fluorescence:

A higher energy bound electron fills the
empty level, giving its excess energy as a
fluorescent x-ray – also with a
characteristic energy for that element.

(An Auger electron can also be emitted)

Courtesy M. Newville

Sulfur and Zinc concentrations are shown as 2D maps of dog prostate. Healthy prostate
tissue is characterized by abundant presence of zinc (up to 0.373ug/cm2), while
prostate hyperplasia and adenocarcinoma no longer contain as much zinc (up to 0.195
or 0.096 ug/cm2, respectively). Sulfur concentrations are comparable in all three
samples (at 2.00; 1.78 or 2.73 ug/cm2 in healthy, hypeplastic and adenocarcinoma
bearing prostates, respectively). The Zn loss is the outcome of the loss of the normal
tissue function (Costello & Franklin, 1998). The matching Haematoxylin and Eosin
staining provides overview of the tissue morphology.

S

Zn

H&E

DOG ID 3054: Dose rate 1.9 rad/day, 22 hrs/day, series B. Exposed 22 hours per day,
7 days per week until death. Total dose 6056 cGy. Died at 3632 days.
Prostate adenocarcinoma with malignant metastasis in lung and lymph nodes, and
desmoplastic reaction in primary tumor.
Zn map: 0-0.096 ug/cm2

S

Zn

H&E

DOG ID 2752: Dose rate 3.8 rad/day (22 hrs/7 days), irradiation began at 412
days. Exposed 22 hours per day, 7 days per week until total dose 1500.cGy.
Died at 5245 days.
Prostate hyperplasia.
Zn map: 0-0.195 ug/cm2

Sulfur and Zinc concentrations are shown as 2D maps of dog prostate. Healthy prostate
tissue is characterized by abundant presence of zinc (up to 0.373ug/cm2), while prostate
hyperplasia and adenocarcinoma no longer contain as much zinc (up to 0.195 or 0.096
ug/cm2, respectively). Sulfur concentrations are comparable in all three samples (at 2.00;
1.78 or 2.73 ug/cm2 in healthy, hypeplastic and adenocarcinoma bearing prostates,
respectively). The Zn loss is the outcome of the loss of the normal tissue function (Costello
& Franklin, 1998).

S

Zn

H&E

DOG ID 2775: Dose rate 3.8 rad/day, total rad dose 1500 (22 hrs/7 days),
irradiation began at 410 days. Exposed 22 hours per day, 7 days per week
until total dose 1500. cGy Died at 1140 days.
Healthy prostate.
Zn map: 0-0.373 ug/cm2

XFM analysis of Janus Archive Data
• Haley B, Wang Q, Wanzer B, Vogt S, Finney L,
Yang PL, Paunesku T, Woloschak G. Past and
future work on radiobiology mega-studies: a case
study at Argonne National Laboratory.Health
Phys. 2011 Jun;100(6):613-21.
• Paunesku T, Wanzer MB, Kirillova EN, Muksinova
KN, Revina VS, Lyubchansky ER, Grosche B,
Birschwilks M, Vogt S, Finney L, Woloschak GE. Xray fluorescence microscopy for investigation of
archival tissues. Health Phys. 2012
Aug;103(2):181-6.
• Paunesku T, Liu W, et al. Elemental examination of
archival dog prostate tissues. in preparation
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Statistical analysis of archive data –
Fractionated Radiation

Change of life expectancy for irradiated mice—
compilation of all mouse Janus studies

Our group is applying recent developments in machine learning to openly available
large radiobiology archives to develop more generalizable models of the health
effects of radiation exposure. In this work, we compared the performance of Cox
hazards regression (Cox 1972), neural network (Cun 1990), and gradient boosted
machine learning (GBM) (Friedman 1996) modeling techniques tasked with
predicting the lifespan of 36,446 Mus musculus mice used in the Janus Mouse
radiobiology experiments conducted at Argonne national laboratory from 1952 to
1992 (Gerber 1996).

Dose rate studies (JM13)
• Total dose (cGy)/Dose rate (cGy/min) of gamma-ray
irradiation investigated were:
100/0.083; 200/0.167; 300/0.25; 450/0.375;
600/0.5
irradiations were always done as 60 fractions
• Changes in odds ratios for specific diseases were
evaluated
• Changes in incidence rate ratios for organ systems were
notable
• Gender differences for odds ratios were significant for
some diseases
• Trends of decreased odds ratios for disease incidence
and decreased incidence rate ratios for diseases of
organ systems were noted as well

Toxicity Incidence in Control Animals from JM13 experiment
(once a week irradiation experiment)
Best fit curves which approximate the incidence rate of each toxicity as a function of age and gender in control
animals. Best fit lines and standard errors were calculated using logistic regression that estimated separate
best fit parabolas for each gender. Concretely, incidence ~ sex*age + sex*age^2. This same formula is used
to estimate baseline risk in each of the experimental linear regressions that were explored.

Toxicity Incidence in Irradiated Animals from JM13 experiment
(once a week irradiation experiment)

radn
C
G
G
G
G
G
N
N
N
N
N
N

total_dos dose_rate
fraction
e (Gy)
(Gy / min)
s
n
0
0
60
1106
1
0.00083
60
1123
2
0.001665
60
335
3
0.0025
60
155
4.5
0.00375
60
153
6
0.005
60
159
0.0205
1.5e-05
60
1066
0.0769
6e-05
60
470
0.1385
0.000115
60
451
0.2154
0.000175
60
461
0.3078
0.000255
60
283
0.4004
0.00033
60
173

Toxicity Incidence in Irradiated Animals from JM13 experiment
(once a week irradiation experiment)
The animals were grouped by the type of radiation they received in order to emphasize the effect of radiation exposure
on incidence rates.

Statistical analysis of archive data –
Species comparison

Irradiation effects species comparison--lab mouse and white footed
filed mouse--summary of observations
Species
Radiation Quality
Total Dose (cGy) Dose rate
(cGy/min)
M. musculus
CONTROL (0)
0.00
P. leucopus
CONTROL (0)
0.00
Gamma-rays
M. musculus
90
4.32
143
6.86
206
9.88
417
20.00
Gamma-rays
P. leucopus
90
4.32
143
6.86
206
9.88
417
20.00
Neutron
M. musculus
20
0.94
40
1.88
60-80
2.83
120-160
5.652 or 7.54
Neutron
P. leucopus
20
0.94
40
1.88
60-80
3.77
120-160
5.652 or 7.536

All Causes of Death
lifespan
#
mean (days)±SD

Tumor Causes of Death
lifespan
#
mean (days)±SD

Non-Tumor Causes of Death
lifespan
#
mean (days)±SD

177

987.94 ±187.16

149

980.72 ±176.47

28

1026.39 ±236.16

210

1586 ±387.89

122

1603.98 ±326.09

88

1560.53 ±460.92

175
136
146
110

975.96 ±194.62+
959 ±202.48
926 ±194.67**
869 ±188.75***

153
114
131
87

973.32 ±195.60
958.52 ±198.56
926.85 ±183.58*
864.46 ±192.56***

22
22
15
23

994.32 ±191.06
959.64 ±226.72
914.53 ±281.81
884.65 ±176.7***

94
97
108
94

1529.16 ±373.21+
1584 ±357.4
1465.62 ±363.84***
1345 ±355.37***

50
55
67
58

1576.26 ±337.26
1610.84 ±328.51
1455.46 ±355.11*
1347.52 ±351.95***

44
42
41
36

1475.64 ±407.58
1547.86 ±393.25
1482.22 ±381.56*
1339.69 ±365.78***

225
166
167
201

937.4 ±201.19*++
908 ±195.77***+
903 ±192.78***+++
833 ±185.52***+++

185
141
144
157

937.49 ±197.55++
906.77 ±197.42**
896.08 ±192.61***+++
838.31 ±164.76***+++

40
25
23
44

937 ±219.93
913.2 ±190.01*
948.65 ±191.83+++
812.43 ±247.12***+++

111
115
79
93

1409 ±410.07***++
1411 ±360.91***+
1218 ±308.52***+++
1056 ±242.12***+++

66
67
45
61

1414.14 ±388.02**++
1461 ±353.08**
1227.16 ±284.27***+++
1079.36 ±246.73***+++

45
48
34
32

1402.11 ±444.83
1341.63 ±363.85***
1205.47 ±341.99***+++
1011.41 ±230.28***+++

Irradiation effects species comparison--lab mouse and white footed
filed mouse—K-M curves comparison for all causes of death

Irradiation effects species comparison: lab mouse and white footed
filed mouse: risk of developing more than a single tumor

Kaplan-Meier (K-M) survival curves for control animals.

Kaplan-Meier (K-M) survival curves for gamma ray irradiated animals, dying of both
of tumor and non-tumor causes of death

Kaplan-Meier (K-M) survival curves for neutron irradiated animals, dying of
both of tumor and non-tumor causes of death

Age-disease association cladograms

